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SERIES 
INTRODUCTION

Two kinds of books are ordinarily written for pastors and church lead-
ers. One kind lays out general biblical principles for all churches. 

These books start with scriptural exegesis and biblical theology and 
list the characteristics and functions of a true biblical church. The most 
important characteristic is that a ministry be faithful to the Word and 
sound in doctrine, but these books also rightly call for biblical standards 
of evangelism, church leadership, community and membership, wor-
ship, and ser vice.

Another category of book operates at the opposite end of the spec-
trum. These books do not spend much time laying biblical theological 
foundations, though virtually all of them cite biblical passages. Instead, 
they are practical “how-to” books that describe specific mind-sets, 
programs, and ways to do church. This genre of book exploded onto 
the scene during the church growth movement of the 1970s and 1980s 
through the writing of authors such as C. Peter Wagner and Robert 
Schuller. A second generation of books in a similar vein appeared 
with personal accounts of successful churches, authored by senior pas-
tors, distilling practical principles for others to use. A third genera-
tion of practical church books began more than ten years ago. These 
are volumes that directly criticize the church growth how-to books. 
Nevertheless, they also consist largely of case studies and pictures of 
what a good church looks like on the ground, with practical advice on 
how to organize and conduct ministry.

From these latter volumes I have almost always profited, coming 
away from each book with at least one good idea I could use. But by 
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• How will we make our 
case to the culture about 
the truth of Chris tian ity?

Our theological vision, grow-
ing out of our doctrinal founda-
tion but including implicit or 
explicit readings of culture, is 
the most immediate cause of our 
decisions and choices regard-
ing ministry expression. It is a 
faithful restatement of the gospel 
with rich implications for life, 
ministry, and mission in a type 
of culture at a moment in history. 
Perhaps we can diagram it like 
this (see figure).

Center Church
This book was originally 

published in 2012 as one of three 
sections of a longer work called 
Center Church. In that book, I 
presented the theological vision 
that has guided our ministry at 
Redeemer. But what did we mean 
by the term center church? We 
chose this term for several reasons.

1. The gospel is at its center. 
It is one thing to have a minis-
try that is gospel-believing and 
even gospel-proclaiming but 
quite another to have one that is 
gospel-centered.

MINISTRY 
EXPRESSION

WHAT TO DO

How the gospel is expressed  
in a particular church in  
one community at a  
point in time

• Local cultural adaptation
• Worship style & programming
•  Discipleship & outreach processes
•  Church governance & management

WHAT TO BELIEVE

timeless truths from the Bible  
about god, our relationship  
to him, and his purposes  
in the world

• Theological tradition
• Denominational affiliation
• Systematic & biblical theology

HOW TO SEE

a faithful restatement of  
the gospel with rich  
implications for life, ministry,  
and mission in a type of  
culture at a moment  
in history

• Vision and values
• Ministry “DNA” 
•  Emphases, stances 
•  Philosophy of ministry

DOCTRINAL 
FOUNDATION

THEOLOGICAL 
VISION
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Chapter 1

THE SEARCH FOR 
THE MISSIONAL 
CHURCH

The word missional first became popular after the 1998 publication 
of the book titled Missional Church, and in the years since, it has 

been adopted and used widely.1 Many are asking, “How can we really 
be missional?” An entire generation of younger evangelical leaders has 
grown up searching for the true missional church as if for the Holy 
Grail. Seemingly a dozen books come out each year with the word mis-
sional in their title, but a survey of these books reveals that the word has 
significantly different meanings and is used in different ways by differ-
ent authors, organizations, and churches —  leading to much confusion 
about what, exactly, the term missional means.

Before the term missional exploded throughout the Chris tian world, 
it was primarily used in mainline Protestant and ecumenical circles in a 
manner closely associated with the Latin phrase missio Dei. The phrase 
was originally coined to convey the teaching of Karl Barth about the 
action of God in the world. According to Lesslie Newbigin, the term 
missio Dei became prominent after the 1952 world mission conference 
in Willingen, Germany. It was a way of referring to the idea that God 
is active in the world, working to redeem the entire creation, and that 
the church’s task is to participate in this mission.2

In his inf luential 1991 book Transforming Mission, David Bosch 
explained that the term missio Dei was firmly grounded in Trinitarian 
theology. Bosch noted that in the past, mission was largely viewed as 
a category of soteriology (as a way to save souls) or as a category of 
ecclesiology (as a way to expand the church). In contrast, the concept of 
missio Dei implied that mission should be “understood as being derived 
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Keller writes, “The word [missional] has significantly different mean-
ings and is used in different ways by different authors, organizations, 
and churches —  leading to much confusion about what, exactly, the 
term missional means.” How have you used or defined missional? 
How has this chapter changed or contributed to your understanding 
of this term?

2. The concept of missio Dei suggests that “God does not merely send 
the church in mission. God already is in mission, and the church 
must join him.” What do you believe is the mission of God and what 
role does the church have in that mission? How would you distin-
guish between the mission of God and the mission of the church?

3. Of the four understandings of “missional” presented in this chapter, 
which most closely aligns with your own? What is it about the other 
understandings that you find objectionable?

4. Four common emphases characterize those who embrace the idea of 
being missional:

• acknowledging that we have entered a post-Chris tian age in 
the West

• recognizing the cultural captivity of the church and the need 
to contextualize the gospel for a pluralistic society

• affirming that mission is the job of every Chris tian
• calling the church to be a contrast community

What are some of the unique elements of each emphasis that are 
discussed in this chapter? Which of these resonated most with you 
as you read about them? Which is the most difficult to persuade 
others of within your community?
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Chapter 2

CENTERING 
THE MISSIONAL 
CHURCH

Though a clear and valuable benefit exists in identifying the common 
ground of the missional church, the range of differences among 

various definitions and viewpoints is great, and many aspects of the 
visions for “missional living” contradict each other. Everyone involved in 
the missional conversation concludes that others are making significant 
errors, and I am no different in this regard. As I have observed the 
ongoing conversation about the missional church and tested many of 
these ideas as a practitioner, I have three primary concerns with the way 
some segments of the missional conversation are appropriating the core 
insights outlined at the end of the previous chapter. We need to learn 
how to discern and avoid each of these problems if we are to be effective 
in developing a ministry with a Center Church orientation.

Problem #1: Not Comprehensive Enough
First, we examine the branch of the conversation that sees the mis-

sional church as simply being evangelistic. I agree that any missional 
church must be pervasively, intensely evangelistic in the common use 
of the word —  we must call  people to personal conversion. However, 
the typical evangelical gospel presentation is too shallow. It speaks 
cursorily about a God whom we have sinned against, a Savior who died 
for our sins, and a call to believe in this Savior. The simplicity of this 
communication presumes that those listening share the same essential 
understanding of the words God and sin as the speaker.

But what if a growing majority of  people outside the church live 
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received definition by contrasting themselves with (and constantly criti-
cizing) other denominations and traditions. Today we should define our-
selves more by contrasting ourselves with the world and our surrounding 
culture. The world must see churches avoiding unnecessary divisions.20

Six Marks of a Missional Church
 1. The church must confront society’s idols.
 2. The church must contextualize skillfully and communicate in 

the vernacular.
 3. The church must equip  people in mission in every area of 

their lives.
 4. The church must be a counterculture for the common good.
 5. The church must itself be contextualized and should expect 

nonbelievers, inquirers, and seekers to be involved in most 
aspects of the church’s life and ministry.

 6. The church must practice unity.

These six marks of a missional church can exist in both large and 
small churches of various forms and are strengthened, not weakened, by 
a clear grasp of the understanding of the gospel that was recaptured by 
the Protestant Reformers. There is one mark I think is the most practi-
cal single way a church can implement a missional mind-set —  training 
and equipping the  people of the church for ministry. We will focus our atten-
tion on that priority in the next chapter.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Do you agree with this chapter’s assertion that no “single form of 
church . . . is intrinsically better at growing spiritual fruit, reaching 
nonbelievers, caring for  people, and producing Christ-shaped lives”? 
Be honest about your own biases —  which form is most popular in 
your context? Why? How might this form be adapted to be more 
missional?
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2. Consider Dieter Zander’s story in which he compares the “alien gos-
pel” and the “kingdom gospel.” How are these two gospels similar to 
each other? How does the biblical gospel differ from both of them?

3. Keller writes, “The classic Protestant understanding of the gospel 
includes the notion that God is holy and we are under his wrath 
and curse, but that  Jesus bore in our place that wrath, curse, and 
punishment. When we repent and believe in him, we are given both 
pardon and Christ’s righ teous ness. This electrifying experience of 
God’s grace makes a Chris tian passionate for doing justice —  for 
pursuing the horizontal aspects of the gospel.” Which do you tend 
to emphasize more in your preaching and teaching, the horizontal 
or the vertical? How are these two aspects of the gospel connected?

4. Six marks of a missional church are presented in this chapter. A 
missional church should:

• confront society’s idols and address how modernity makes the 
desires of the individual into an absolute

• contextualize skillfully and discourse in the vernacular, recog-
nizing that many  people are simply unable to understand the 
basic concepts of God, sin, and redemption

• recognize that all Chris tians are  people in mission in every area 
of their lives

• understand itself as a servant community —  a counterculture for 
the common good

• be contextualized and expect nonbelievers, inquirers, and 
seekers to be involved in most aspects of the church’s life and 
ministry

• practice Chris tian unity on the local level as much as possible

For each of these marks, what unique challenges and opportunities 
does it provide for communicating the gospel? Which of these does 
your church need to focus on right now?
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Chapter 3

EQUIPPING 
 PEOPLE FOR 
MISSIONAL LIVING

Until now, we’ve spent most of our time trying to understand the 
missional conversation, discerning some of its commonalities and 

strengths, as well as its errors and pitfalls. One recurring theme is the 
importance of equipping and involving the laity in ministry. Under 
Christendom,  people simply came to the church to receive the ministra-
tions of the professional clergy. We can no longer assume that  people will 
come. This should not be taken to imply that the ordained ministry is 
obsolete —  by no means! It is the responsibility of the ordained leadership 
to build up the church and its members through the ministry of the Word 
and sacraments. However, one critical focus of that ministry must now 
be the discipling of the laity for ministry in the world. This is one of the 
most practical ways a church can appropriate the insights of the missional 
conversation, moving toward a centered, balanced approach to ministry.

We find an example of this idea in an interview conducted with 
Eddie Gibbs and Ryan Bolger of Fuller Seminary. When asked, “What 
are the marks of churches ( people) that live missionally?” Bolger pro-
vides a helpful and practical answer: “They no longer see the church 
ser vice as the primary connecting point with those outside the com-
munity. Connecting with those outside happens within the culture, by 
insiders to that culture who express the gospel through how they live.”1

The rest of this chapter will propose different ways and means for 
equipping and encouraging the laity to engage in ministry “within the 
culture.” I give special emphasis to the lay ministry of the Word —  the 
building up of believers and the evangelizing of nonbelievers through 
preaching and teaching —  though in part 2, I will point to some other 
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community at any point is safe if the whole community is very warm 
and accepting toward those without faith, if the community is not cul-
turally alien, if the community is shepherded by pastors who make lay 
ministry a priority, and if the church is doing balanced and integrative 
ministry. It is to this last subject that we turn our attention in part 2.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Read through the various examples of every-member gospel ministry. 
Which of these situations sound similar to something you have done 
personally? Which of them spark creative ideas for sharing your faith, 
as well as for leading others to do so? What could your team do to 
become more intentional in this type of gospel ministry? Can you 
add to the list other examples you have seen in your community?

2. What do you think of the idea that  people may need to be “welcomed 
into community long enough for them to hear multiple expressions 
of the gospel —  both formal and informal —  from individuals and 
teachers” before coming to faith? What might keep a nonbeliever 
from being involved in your community? What are you doing to 
welcome nonbelievers into your community of faith?

3. This chapter presents the idea of believers having “Chris tian rela-
tional integrity.” This means they have an impact for the gospel 
on the  people around them if they are like those around them, yet 
profoundly different and unlike them, all the while remaining very 
visible and engaged. What do you think it means to be like, unlike, 
and engaged with your community? How do you think your team 
members are doing in each of these areas? How would you rate your 
church in the area of relational integrity?

4. Which of the various ideas for providing safe venues do you cur-
rently practice in your ministry? How “safe” would an unbeliever 
rate the venues you provide? What single safe venue would you like 
to prototype?
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REFLECTIONS 
ON MISSIONAL 

COMMUNITY
Tim Chester, author and pastor of The Crowded 

House and founder of Porterbrook Seminary

These chapters by Tim Keller are a helpful springboard for exploring 
what it means to be a missional church and what it looks like in a 

twenty-first-century Western context. As Keller mentions, the great 
contribution of Lesslie Newbigin was his recognition that the West is a 
mission field just as much as what we once called “heathen lands.”

I want to interact with Keller’s “three primary concerns with . . . the 
missional conversation” (p. 40). As will become clear, I largely share 
his concerns, but I have some additional emphases and suggestions to 
make as well.

Don’t Assume Evangelism
Keller’s first criticism is of those who define missional as “simply 

being evangelistic.” The problem with this, he argues, is that “the typi-
cal evangelical gospel presentation is too shallow” (p. 40). It assumes 
the outside world knows what we are talking about when we use words 
like God or sin. The Western church needs to contextualize its message, 
just as missionaries to other parts of the world have learned to do (a task 
to which Keller himself has contributed much). The value of the word 
missional is that it designates more than simply a church that does a 
lot of evangelism. It describes a church whose worship makes sense to 
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by the work of Todd Engstrom and The Austin Stone Community 
Church.3 At The Austin Stone, they speak of three core missional com-
munity practices: a family meeting, a life transformation group, and a 
“third place.” We have adapted this to create the following grid:

CORE  
CONVICTIONS

CORE  
IDENTITIES

CORE  
PRACTICES

community We are family. a family meal

Word We are disciples. time in the Word

Mission We are missionaries. a third space

Mission through 
community

We are a missional 
community.

gospel intentionality 
in everyday life

Time in the word is when our missional communities, either as a 
whole group or in twos or threes, follow up the Sunday preaching with 
a view to specific application both in our individual lives and our life 
together. We also encourage missional application that involves think-
ing through how we might communicate to our friends and neighbors 
the truths of the passage we are considering.

A “third space” is a place or event to which  people can invite friends 
to spend time with their Chris tian community. It is a neutral space 
where  people naturally meet together. It is called a “third space” because 
it is neither home nor work (the first and second spaces). A group’s “third 
space” could be a common missional project or a place where  people 
naturally gather. If they find it hard to coordinate their schedules, they 
may identify a  couple of “third spaces.” A “third space” could be an event 
held in a home, if this is a natural place for  people to hang out. But the 
danger of choosing a home is that, while it may be a place where we feel 
comfortable, it may not be a natural place for others to come.

This framework has helped us see how groups can progress from 
simple Bible study groups to groups committed to serving others to 
teams of missionaries and then to missional teams.4 In our final stage, 
the core practices spill over into a life of gospel intentionality.

The rope model. Another framework we have used from the earliest 
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Chapter 4

THE BALANCE 
OF MINISTRY 
FRONTS

Churches driven by a Center Church theological vision will pursue 
an integrative, balanced ministry. Because the gospel not only 

converts nonbelievers but also builds up believers, the church should 
not have to choose evangelism over discipleship. Because the gospel 
is presented to the world not only through word but also through 
deed and community, we should not choose between teaching and 
carrying out practical ministry to address  people’s needs. Because the 
gospel renews not only individuals but also communities and culture, 
the church should disciple its  people to seek personal conversion, deep 
Chris tian community, social justice, and cultural renewal in the city. 
These ministry areas should not be seen as independent or optional but 
as interdependent and fully biblical.

The reality is that very few churches furnish all of these “ministry 
fronts” with balanced resources and attention. Many churches are com-
mitted to evangelism, church growth, and church planting. Some put all 
the stress on fellowship and community. Others are radically committed 
to the poor and issues of social justice. Still others make much of the 
importance of culture and the arts. But seldom are these traits com-
bined. Indeed, it is normal to find the leaders of these various ministries 
resisting or even resenting the other ministry emphases. Those working 
with the poor think “integrating faith and work” is elitist. Those stress-
ing community, discipleship, and holiness often think that emphasizing 
church growth produces spiritual shallowness.

But engaging on all of these fronts is required by the nature of the 
gospel. The experience of grace inspires evangelism as well as intimate, 
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channels of culture. It equips its filmmaker members, for example, to 
be distinctively Chris tian in their art and work through solid Chris tian 
instruction. But in the end, I believe the local church should not form a 
production company to make feature films.

In the chapters that follow, we will unpack in greater detail what 
ministry can look like on each of the four fronts, particularly as it inte-
grates with the others. Some of this is merely suggestive, since we obvi-
ously cannot set out everything a church should be doing in every area 
of ministry. Still, I hope it will bring clarity and focus to the mission of 
the church, along with a much-needed balance in the way we engage 
in ministry.5

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Which of the metaphors of the church given in Scripture (a holy 
nation, a family, the body of Christ, the bride of Christ, a royal 
priesthood, the temple of God’s Spirit, God’s field and harvest, 
branches on a vine, etc.) do you naturally tend to prioritize? How do 
these priorities make your church unique?

2. Which of the five models of church described by Avery Dulles most 
closely align with your own church’s model?

• the church as institution model —  emphasizes doctrine, theology, 
and ordained ministerial authority

• the church as mystical communion model —  points to the church 
as organic community and fellowship

• the church as sacrament model —  accents corporate worship
• the church as herald model —  preeminently does evangelism and 

preaching
• the church as servant model —  a radical community committed 

to social justice

How would you describe your church model to others? What would 
you emphasize?
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3. Keller writes, “When the institutional church gives attention to 
cultural engagement —  the fourth and final ministry front —  it does 
so primarily by discipling a community of believers who work as the 
church organic. By teaching the Chris tian doctrine of vocation, the 
goodness of creation, the importance of culture, and the practice of 
Sabbath, it should be inspiring and encouraging its members to go 
into the various channels of culture.” Do you agree with this prem-
ise? What are some of the dangers of the institutional church getting 
directly involved in this work? What are some of the practical ways 
your church can disciple believers to engage the culture?
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Chapter 5

CONNECTING 
 PEOPLE TO GOD

Two generations ago, almost no one was asking, “How shall we wor-
ship?” Every church was solidly encased in a particular theological 

tradition or denomination, and worship was done in conformity with 
the tradition. Today, however, there is a dizzying variety of worship 
approaches and styles being used, not only in churches across the coun-
try (as has always been the case) but even in churches within the same 
denomination. Sadly, this new diversity has been the cause of much 
strife and confusion.

Probably the single most common fault line in the “worship wars” 
has been the conflict between contemporary and traditional worship, 
which I trace in my chapter in Worship by the Book.1 In countless churches 
during the 1960s, ’70s, and ’80s, there was a battle between the WWII 
generation (who favored traditional hymns, choirs, and instrumenta-
tion) and baby boomers (who favored praise songs set to contemporary 
pop music). By the mid-1990s, this struggle was generally won by the 
boomers. Today, however, things are much more complicated. Not only 
are there more than two approaches to worship; there are many dedi-
cated efforts to blend some of them.2

Because even the most innovative churches cannot completely rein-
vent their worship ser vice every week, worship traditions are inevitable. 
See the chart on the next page for a list of the main ones I observe in 
the American church today.

Some readers may immediately recoil from the question, “How do 
we choose a worship form?” because they think it ref lects an American 
consumer mentality that designs or chooses ministry strictly to meet 
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Which of the five categories of worship traditions most closely 
matches your own personal style and recent history?

• liturgical —  emphasis on the physical
• traditional —  emphasis on the mental
• praise and worship —  emphasis on the emotional
• seeker-oriented —  emphasis on the practical
• fusions of both form and music —  emphasis on the mystical

Have you experienced worship in each of the other traditions? What 
did you learn from those experiences?

2. Keller writes, “Many now-historic [worship] traditions were once 
innovative revisions of an older approach.” Have you ever researched 
the history of your tradition’s liturgy (or lack thereof)? Against 
which prior trends was it a reaction? Which beliefs and preferences 
informed it?

3. Consider the seven suggestions for making worship comprehensible 
to unbelievers. Which of these are you currently doing? What can 
you begin to do to make your worship more understandable to 
outsiders?

4. Do you hear the objection that your church should have “deeper, 
meatier teaching” in worship? Do you have venues outside the wor-
ship ser vice to deal with the “details and distinctions,” and do  people 
really hear them there? Can you make your own list of substan-
tial and controversial topics that you “hit hard and often” in your 
preaching?
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Chapter 6

CONNECTING 
 PEOPLE TO ONE 
ANOTHER

The gospel creates community. Because it points us to the One who 
died for his enemies, it creates relationships of ser vice rather than 

selfishness. Because it removes both fear and pride,  people get along 
inside the church who could never get along outside. Because it calls us 
to holiness, the  people of God live in loving bonds of mutual account-
ability and discipline. Thus the gospel creates a human community 
radically different from any society around it.

Accordingly, the chief way in which we should disciple  people (or, if 
you prefer, to form them spiritually) is through community. Growth in 
grace, wisdom, and character does not happen primarily in classes and 
instruction, through large worship gatherings, or even in solitude. Most 
often, growth happens through deep relationships and in communities 
where the implications of the gospel are worked out cognitively and 
worked in practically —  in ways no other setting or venue can afford. 
The essence of becoming a disciple is, to put it colloquially, becom-
ing like the  people we hang out with the most. Just as the single most 
formative experience in our lives is our membership in a nuclear family, 
so the main way we grow in grace and holiness is through deep involve-
ment in the family of God. Chris tian community is more than just a 
supportive fellowship; it is an alternate society. And it is through this 
alternate human society that God shapes us into who and what we are.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Keller writes, “The essence of becoming a disciple is, to put it col-
loquially, becoming like the  people we hang out with the most.” 
Does this describe your own experience? How has the community 
you belong to uniquely shaped and directed your own growth as a 
Chris tian? Whom should you hang out with more often?

2. Keller writes, “Exceptional character in individuals cannot prove the 
reality of Chris tian ity . . . What atheism and other religions cannot 
produce is the kind of loving community that the gospel produces.” 
Consider your Chris tian witness as a community. What are some of 
the ways your church community lives and relates to one another in 
distinctly Chris tian ways? How are you a witness to the surrounding 
culture?

3. Keller writes, “Churchly piety puts the emphasis on corporate pro-
cesses —  baptism, submission to the elders and pastors, catechesis 
in the church’s historical confessions . . . Today, however, most 
evangelical churches stress individualistic piety, which emphasizes 
private devotions and spiritual disciplines, small group fellowship 
(with little or no elder oversight), personal witness and ser vice, and 
participation in many broadly evangelical cooperative ventures.” 
Which version of piety is most commonplace in your church? Which 
of the following suggestions for a balanced “ecclesial revivalism” are 
most helpful to you?

• Preach for conversion, yet honor communicant status.
• Develop a way of examining candidates for membership.
• Recover catechesis so it is communal, participatory, and physi-

cally embodied.
• Recognize that seekers need a process that is both evangelistic 

and theologically edifying.
• Use the baptism and reception of members to instruct and disciple.
• Use the anticipation of the Lord’s Supper as a springboard for 

a season of preparation focused on covenant renewal.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Keller writes, “The essence of becoming a disciple is, to put it col-
loquially, becoming like the  people we hang out with the most.” 
Does this describe your own experience? How has the community 
you belong to uniquely shaped and directed your own growth as a 
Chris tian? Whom should you hang out with more often?

2. Keller writes, “Exceptional character in individuals cannot prove the 
reality of Chris tian ity . . . What atheism and other religions cannot 
produce is the kind of loving community that the gospel produces.” 
Consider your Chris tian witness as a community. What are some of 
the ways your church community lives and relates to one another in 
distinctly Chris tian ways? How are you a witness to the surrounding 
culture?

3. Keller writes, “Churchly piety puts the emphasis on corporate pro-
cesses —  baptism, submission to the elders and pastors, catechesis 
in the church’s historical confessions . . . Today, however, most 
evangelical churches stress individualistic piety, which emphasizes 
private devotions and spiritual disciplines, small group fellowship 
(with little or no elder oversight), personal witness and ser vice, and 
participation in many broadly evangelical cooperative ventures.” 
Which version of piety is most commonplace in your church? Which 
of the following suggestions for a balanced “ecclesial revivalism” are 
most helpful to you?

• Preach for conversion, yet honor communicant status.
• Develop a way of examining candidates for membership.
• Recover catechesis so it is communal, participatory, and physi-

cally embodied.
• Recognize that seekers need a process that is both evangelistic 

and theologically edifying.
• Use the baptism and reception of members to instruct and disciple.
• Use the anticipation of the Lord’s Supper as a springboard for 

a season of preparation focused on covenant renewal.
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Chapter 7

CONNECTING 
 PEOPLE TO  
THE CITY

The gospel does more than connect Chris tians to one another; it also 
connects us to those in our cities who do not yet know God and 

who have needs we can help meet through ministries of justice and 
mercy. In the West, two sets of ministry concerns —  emphasizing word 
or deed, proclamation or ser vice —  have been split off from each other 
into rival political and denominational factions for nearly a century. 
“Conservative” ministry stresses the importance of personal morality 
and approves of calling  people to conversion through evangelism and 
preaching of the gospel; “liberal” ministry stresses social justice and 
rejects overt calls to convert others. But  Jesus calls his disciples to both 
gospel messaging (urging everyone to repent and believe the gospel) and 
to gospel neighboring (sacrificially meeting the needs of those around 
them, whether they believe or not). The two concerns must always go 
together. Let’s see why.1

First, word and deed go together theologically. The resurrection 
of  Jesus shows us that God not only created both body and spirit, but 
that he will also redeem both body and spirit. The salvation  Jesus will 
eventually bring in its fullness will include liberation from all of the 
effects of sin —  not only the spiritual effects, but physical and material 
ones as well.  Jesus himself came both preaching the Word and healing 
and feeding. The final kingdom will be one of justice for all. Chris tians 
can faithfully proclaim the gospel through both words and deeds of 
compassion and justice, serving the material needs of  people around us 
even as we call them to faith in  Jesus.

In addition to the theological harmony of these concerns, they also 
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. What does it mean, biblically, to be a neighbor, to serve others, and to 
do justice? How do our definitions of these terms compare with your 
own understanding?

2. Discuss the differences between relief, development, and reform. 
Which of these have you or your church community been involved 
in? Do you believe the local church should participate in the work 
of development and reform? Why or why not?

3. Keller writes, “Ultimately, it is impossible to separate word and deed 
ministry because human beings are integrated wholes —  body and 
soul. It is both natural and necessary that ministers of mercy also 
minister the Word while they are in the process of meeting human 
needs, and that communicators of the gospel also show compassion 
with regard to the material needs of the  people they are trying to 
reach. An integrative ministry means weaving together word and 
deed ministry as much as possible.” How are you and your church 
seeking to weave together these two aspects of ministry?
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Chapter 8

CONNECTING 
 PEOPLE TO THE 
CULTURE

In the West during the time of Christendom, the church could afford 
to limit its discipleship and training of believers to prayer, Bible study, 

and evangelism because most Chris tians were not facing non- Chris tian 
values at work, in their neighborhoods, or at school. They did not 
need (or did not think they needed) to reflect deeply about a Chris tian 
approach to business, art, politics, the use of community resources, or 
race relations, to name a few examples. In a missional church today, 
however, believers are surrounded by a radically non-Chris tian culture. 
They require much more preparation and education to “think Chris-
tianly” about all of life, public and private, and about how to do their 
work with Chris tian distinctiveness.

But even this conviction is countercultural. Our Western cultures 
continue to cherish the Enlightenment “fact-value distinction,” namely, 
that only things that can be proven scientifically are facts, and therefore 
facts constitute the only legitimate basis for public work and discourse. 
Conversely, everything religious, transcendent, or subjective belongs in 
the sphere of values and should therefore be kept private. The implica-
tion for persons of faith is that their religious convictions are not to be 
brought to bear on their work, whether it is banking, acting, teaching, 
or policy making. In such an increasingly secular and post-Chris tian 
culture, it has become normal for believers to seal off their faith beliefs 
from the way they work in their vocations. The few who resist usually do 
so by being outspoken about their personal faith rather than by allowing 
the gospel to shape the way they actually do art, business, government, 
media, or scholarship. The church plays an essential role in supporting 
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who moved out through pagan Europe, inventing and establishing 
academies, universities, and hospitals. They transformed local econo-
mies and cared for the weak through these new institutions. They didn’t 
set out to take control of a pagan culture. They let the gospel change 
how they did their work —  which meant they worked for others rather 
than for themselves. Chris tians today should strive to be a community 
that lives out this same kind of dynamic, which will bring the same 
kind of result.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. In your own ministry context, how have you seen and experienced 
the effects of dualism? Where have you seen secular institutions 
retreating from partnership with religious institutions? How has 
dualism led you to be less integrated in public and in your relation-
ships with others? Where is your church unwittingly retreating from 
culture and accepting this premise of a private/public dichotomy?

2. If you currently serve in full-time ministry, have you ever worked 
outside of professional ministry? If so, how does your time in the 
workforce inform the ways you prepare your congregation for Christ-
honoring vocation? If you haven’t worked in another vocation, have 
you ever felt limited in your ability to compellingly argue for biblical 
ethics and integration at work?

3. This chapter suggests four ways that churches can help Chris tians 
see how the gospel informs and shapes their work:

• Our faith changes our motivation for work.
• Our faith changes our conception of work.
• Our faith provides high ethics for Chris tians in the workplace.
• Our faith gives us the basis for reconceiving the very way in 

which our kind of work is done.
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Which of these is most meaningful to you right now? How can you 
begin to teach and disciple believers to reflect on each of these four 
ways of relating faith to work?

4. Keller writes, “Each vocation presents many spiritual and moral 
issues, ethical quandaries, temptations, discouragements, and other 
questions that particularly confront the Chris tians in that profession. 
A good deal of spiritual nurture in the church is very general and 
only addresses generic or private-world matters. But we spend most 
of our week in our vocational field, and we need to hear how other 
Chris tians have dealt with the same problems we face every day.” 
Think about the various vocations represented in your church and 
community. How can you begin to encourage and nurture believers 
to work accountably in their profession?
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REFLECTIONS 
ON INTEGRATIVE 

MINISTRY
Daniel Montgomery and Mike Cosper, pastors at Sojourn 

Community Church in Louisville, Kentucky

Some of you will remember the shifting landscape of evangelicalism 
at the turn of the century. At the time, we were twenty-five (Daniel) 

and nineteen (Mike) years old, preparing to plant Sojourn Community 
Church in Louisville, Kentucky. The culture of church as we knew it 
was changing dramatically. Talk of “postmodernism” dominated con-
versations. Church planting was an experience of being unmoored, for 
better or worse. We were without oversight, free to shape the life and 
culture of this new church, Sojourn, as we saw best.

We soon discovered we were not alone in our quest. Many  people 
were asking questions about ecclesiology and postmodernism, questions 
that would dramatically shape the next decade of North American 
Chris tian ity. In a few short years, seeker-sensitive ministry —  the big-
gest church trend in the late 1980s and ’90s —  would all but disappear. 
The new buzzwords were emergent, organic, and holistic.  People were 
talking about new Calvinism and neo-liturgical.

As young leaders with little in the way of guidance, we read vora-
ciously, searching for the Holy Grail of ministry. We believed that 
somewhere out there was a book or a pastor or a strategy that could 
impart us with a center: a sense of identity or a way of organizing our 
ministry that made sense of the very real chaos of planting a church. In 
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has a dimension of recreation that includes rest, a forgotten virtue of our 
culture. Because the gospel provides us with a new identity, we’re freed 
from finding our identity in our work, whether it’s in the marketplace, 
the church, the education system, or as a stay-at-home parent. We can 
recreate and rest.

So to compare side by side:

KELLER MONTGOMERY/ 
COSPER

GOSPEL “gospel calculus”
two methods: systematic, narrative
three major themes: (Home/

exile, Yahweh/covenant, and 
Kingdom)

three aspects: the incarnation 
and the “upside-down” 
aspect, the atonement and 
the “inside-out” aspect, and 
the resurrection and the 
“forward-back” aspect

Kingdom
cross
grace

CHURCH 1. connecting  people to god 
(through evangelism and 
worship)

2. connecting  people to one 
another (through community 
and discipleship)

3. connecting  people to the city 
(through mercy and justice)

4. connecting  people to the 
culture (through the integra-
tion of faith and work)

Worshipers
disciples
Family
Servants
Witnesses

WORLD Location
vocation
recreation
restoration
Multiplication
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Chapter 9

MOVEMENTS AND 
INSTITUTIONS

The missionary enterprise of the nineteenth century offers important 
insights into the character of effective movements. Early in that 

century, many of the new churches established by Western mission-
aries in the non-Western world were locked into unhealthy patterns 
of dependency. These congregations and denominations had the tra-
ditional marks of a true church —  the faithful preaching of the Word 
of God, the right use of the sacraments, and a functioning system of 
discipline.1 They held to sound doctrine and included ministers and 
leaders from the local population, yet they were unable to propagate 
themselves readily or to support themselves financially. As a result, they 
remained dependent on Western missionaries and money indefinitely.

An alternate approach to missions —  pioneered by John Nevius, 
Hudson Taylor, Roland Allen, and others —  sought to plant churches 
that were self-sustaining from inception. The goal was establishing 
congregations that grew naturally, without the artificial “life support” 
of foreign aid, not only by winning converts effectively within their own 
cultures but also by attracting and developing new indigenous leaders at 
such a rate that the churches regularly reproduced themselves. In short, 
they wanted churches to have a dynamism that made them able to grow 
from within without needing to be propped up with money and leaders 
from outside. They wanted these churches to be more than just sound 
institutions; they wanted them to be vital and dynamic movements.

The title of Roland Allen’s book, The Spontaneous Expansion of the 
Church, gets at this idea.2 It evokes the image of spontaneous combus-
tion —  combustion without an external ignition source. A church (or 
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INSTITUTION MOVEMENT

Held together by rules and 
procedure

Held together by common 
purpose, vision

a culture of rights and quotas; 
a balance of responsibilities and 
rewards

a culture of sacrificial commit-
ment

emphasis on compensation, 
“extrinsic” rewards

emphasis on celebration, 
“intrinsic” rewards

changes in policy involve long 
process, all departments, much 
resistance and negotiation

vision comes from charismatic 
leaders; accepted with loyalty

decisions made procedurally 
and slowly

decisions made relationally and 
rapidly

innovations from top down; 
implemented in department silos

innovations bubble up from all 
members; executed by the whole

Feels like a patchwork of turf-
conscious mini-agencies or 
departments

Feels like a unified whole

values: security, predictability values: risk, serendipity

Stable, slow to change dynamic, quick to change

emphasis on tradition, past, 
and custom; future trends are 
dreaded and denied

emphasis on present and future; 
little emphasis on past

Jobs given to those with 
accreditation and tenure

Jobs given to those producing 
best results
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so the founders can pay off their credit cards and eventually have enough to 
live on and raise their families. In other words, a movement must eventually 
settle into a sustainable business model that generates enough resources to 
cover expenses. If it fails to do this, it will end up burning out the best 
 people and failing to progress toward the vision.

A strong, dynamic movement, then, occupies this difficult space in 
the center —  the place of tension and balance between being a freewheel-
ing organism and a disciplined organization. A movement that refuses to 
take on some organizational characteristics —  authority, tradition, unity 
of belief, and quality control —  will fragment and dissipate. Movements 
that fail to resist the inevitable tendency toward complete institutional-
ization will end up losing their vitality and effectiveness. The job of the 
movement leader is to steer the ship safely between these two perils.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. What would happen if your organization suddenly had to leave 
its building, was cut off from denominational support structures, 
was deprived of endowments and bank balances, and experienced 
the loss of its senior leader? Would there be a resilient institution 
remaining that could pick itself up, start over by the grace of God, 
and raise up new leaders from within? If not, which of the three 
types of stagnant structures (subsidized from without, managed by 
endowment life support, or propped up by a small overworked core) 
best describes your congregation or organization?

2. This chapter suggests four key characteristics of a movement: vision, 
sacrifice, f lexibility with unity, and spontaneity. How have you 
experienced these in your own ministry or church setting? In your 
experience, how does each of these characteristics contribute to the 
dynamics of the movement?

3. Review the table contrasting institutions with movements. As you 
consider your own church, what characteristics of a movement do 
you see? What characteristics of an institution are present? What can 
you do to encourage additional movement dynamics in your church?
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Chapter 10

THE CHURCH AS 
AN ORGANIZED 
ORGANISM

As we clarify the differences between institutions and movements 
we must acknowledge that churches are and must be institutions.1 

But they must also be movements. As we have seen over the centuries, 
churches can meet doctrinal and institutional standards and still lack 
effectiveness in propagating the faith in their society. At this point, it is 
natural to ask, “Is there biblical warrant for being attentive to this dis-
tinction and balance between institution and movement?” I believe there 
is. The Scriptures envision churches that are both organism and organiza-
tion —  or, to put it simply, churches that are organized organisms.

The book of Acts describes the life of the church in organic language. 
Several times we are told that the church or the number of disciples 
increased, grew, or spread (4:4; 6:1, 7; 9:31; 16:5). We are also told that 
the Word of God spread, increased, or grew (6:7; 12:24; 19:20). Acts 
19:20 speaks of the Word growing in power, as if the Word of God, the 
gospel of Christ, has a life and power of its own (cf. Rom 1:16  –  17). Paul 
speaks of the gospel continually “bearing fruit and growing” (Col 1:6).

The church grows, but it does not grow as other human organiza-
tions do —  as a business, a sports league, a government agency, or even 
a viral online movement would grow. The church increases in numbers 
because the Word of God grows when it reaches listeners in the power 
of the Spirit (cf. Acts 10  –  11). This biblical language suggests there 
is an organic, self-propagating, dynamic power operating within the 
church. In Acts, we see it working essentially on its own, with little 
institutional support or embodiment —  without strategic plans or the 
command and control of managers and other leaders.
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On the surface, the description of the church as a movement seems 
far more attractive than the description that focuses on the institutional 
aspects of a church and its ministry. In movements, the structure clearly 
serves the cause, whereas in institutions, the cause tends to serve the 
structure. And ultimately, this is how it should be. Some church or min-
istry structures are directly biblical (and therefore nonnegotiable), but 
most are humanly made (and therefore negotiable). The Bible instructs 
churches to have elders, for example, but it says virtually nothing about 
how this team is to be organized. A key to navigating the creative 
tension of Scripture is to avoid allowing humanly made structures to 
become idols —  relative, finite things elevated to the status of unques-
tioned divine authority.

For a movement to stay a movement, then, it needs to achieve and 
maintain balance as an “organized organism.” On the continuum below, 
a movement-driven church would need to have its X toward the right. 
Since churches always migrate toward institutionalism, they often must 
be brought back toward a movement dynamic.

Institution Movement
x

A practical key to maintaining an organized organism is experienc-
ing a season of renewal in the church or organization that parallels the 
way an individual person is spiritually renewed. There must be times 
for what the Bible calls “covenant renewal.” Israel was brought into its 
original covenant relationship with God at Mount Sinai in Exodus 
19  –  20, and the nation was formed as God’s  people and called to live 
in a particular way in the world. Whenever Israel faced a major new 
chapter in their journey, however, they were led through a season of 
covenant renewal —  in Joshua 24, before they entered the promised 
land; in 1 Sam uel 12, before they received a king; and in Nehemiah 
8  –  9, as they returned from the Babylonian exile. These times of cov-
enant renewal always had three parts: (1) the  people returned to biblical 
texts in order to remember the things God had called them to do and 
be; (2) they looked forward to the next chapter, to the new challenges 
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facing them; and (3) they rededicated their lives and resources to God 
for the next stage of the journey. This renewal must happen frequently 
in any church for it to remain an organized organism. It also prepares 
the church to be an active and generous participant in the movement 
dynamics in its city.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Describe the difference between the general office and the special 
office. What are the three aspects of ministry that belong to every 
believer as part of the general office? What are some of the func-
tions and roles given to the special office? How does the distinction 
between these two help you to better strike the balance between the 
church as a vital organism and a structured organization?

2. Keller writes, “The willingness to sacrifice on the part of workers 
and members is perhaps the key practical index of whether you have 
a movement or have become institutionalized.” Take a moment to 
check the temperature of your volunteer culture. Look at the faces 
in your church directory and ask how aggressively they are sacrific-
ing. Is the answer indicative of a movement or have you become 
institutionalized? How might this relate to the vision of your church, 
or the lack of vision?

3. Keller writes, “Churches, laypersons, and ministers regularly have 
bad experiences in imbalanced churches and in response f lee to the 
opposite extreme.” Are there any conflicts or dysfunctions in your 
church that you now understand better in light of this statement?
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Chapter 11

CHURCH PLANTING 
AS A MOVEMENT 
DYNAMIC

A church that is an organized organism will exhibit movement 
dynamics not only inside itself but also beyond itself. So it will 

naturally be involved in church planting. Church planting is mentioned 
in many places throughout the New Testament. For example, Paul refers 
to his work of planting and watering churches with Apollos (1 Cor 
3:6  –  7). But the primary place in Scripture to learn about church plant-
ing is the book of Acts. All orthodox Chris tians agree that prescriptive 
statements of the Bible are normative for us, but the descriptive histories 
of the Old and New Testaments contain both good and bad examples. 
Are we always certain which is which? The safest approach, I suggest, 
is to take the church planting practices of Paul in Acts very seriously 
while recognizing that it does not give us a fixed rule book for church 
planting in all times, places, and contexts. It is best to look for general 
principles rather than rules or detailed practices.1

Natural Church Planting
In Acts, planting churches is not a traumatic or unnatural event. It 

is woven into the warp and woof of ministry, and so it happens steadily 
and normally. Paul never evangelizes and disciples without also plant-
ing a church. For decades, expositors have looked to Acts to make lists 
of the basic elements of ministry: Bible teaching, evangelism, fellow-
ship, discipleship, and worship. I have always found it odd that right 
there in Acts, along with everything else the church is doing, is church 
planting —  yet this element of ministry is consistently ignored! I believe 
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PIONEERING CHURCH 
PLANTING

CHURCH-LED CHURCH 
PLANTING

Ministers/leaders are often self-
initiators

church leaders are selected by 
church body, but a church can 
also call and send

no core members; pioneer 
gets all core members through 
networking and evangelism

Members come from (1) pooling 
cell groups and (2) hiving off 
distant families

Money from (1) mission agency, 
(2) raising of personal support 
from friends and churches, (3) 
tent-making/self-employment, 
or (4) two or all of the above

Money from (1) core group 
pledge, (2) gift/subsidy from 
mother church, (3) outside grants 
from distant churches or individu-
als, or (4) two or all of the above

Mentor is a distant pastor or lead-
er, seen infrequently; or reading-
only mentor (dead or distant)

regular meetings with nearby 
mentor; often peer supervision 
possible

Model is often innovative, forg-
ing new models or imitating 
distant ones

Model is similar to mother 
church, though never identical

Making Church Planting Natural
A natural church planting mind-set means church leaders will 

think of church planting as just one of the things the church does along 
with everything else. Church planting should not be like building a 
building —  one big traumatic event followed by a deep collective sigh 
of relief that it’s done. Paul was continually engaged in evangelism, 
discipleship, and church planting. In fact, I believe church planting is 
actually a fifth “ministry front” that works alongside the four aspects 
of integrative ministry outlined in part 2. There we said that every 
church should connect  people to God (worship and evangelism), to one 
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conversions and organizes  people into either midsize parish groups (fif-
teen to sixty  people) or small groups (four to ten  people). After growing 
into several small groups or two to three midsize groups, the church 
launches a Sunday worship time. This approach works best with church 
planters who have good interpersonal, empowering, and evangelistic 
gifts. If left unbalanced, this approach can make it difficult to attract 
 people who want to “see something happening.” Often the church 
planter feels significant financial pressure because the congregation may 
not be producing much income to support the work of ministry.

l l l

New church planting is the best way to increase the number of 
believers in a city, and one of the best ways to renew the whole body of 
Christ. The evidence for this statement is strong —  biblically, sociologi-
cally, and historically. Nothing else has the consistent impact of dynamic, 
extensive church planting. This is not, however, to demote all the other 
things we must be doing —  church renewal, theological education, jus-
tice and mercy, cultural engagement, and many other kinds of ministry 
and mission. To show how all these things fit together —  and how sec-
tors of the whole body of Christ in a city can begin to exhibit movement 
dynamics —  we turn to our final chapter.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. This chapter asserts that in a healthy church, “church planting must 
be natural and regular, not traumatic and episodic.” To make church 
planting a more natural aspect of ministry, begin by honestly con-
sidering three questions:

• Resources —  Are you able and willing to give away resources and 
lose control of your money, members, and leaders?

• Control —  Are you ready to give up some control of the shape of 
the ministry itself?
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• Fear —  Are you more concerned about the kingdom or the 
opinions of your own tribe?

Which of these three areas presents your current ministry team with 
the greatest barrier to planting a new church? If you are preparing to 
plant a church, how can you build these considerations into the life 
of your church from the very beginning?

2. How would you answer the objection that “we don’t need to start 
new churches; we should strengthen and fill our existing churches 
before we do that.” Do you find this chapter’s answers to this objec-
tion compelling? Why or why not?

3. Keller writes, “The only way to significantly increase the number of 
Chris tians in a city is by significantly increasing the number of new 
churches.” What insights do you draw from the comparison of cities 
A, B, and C in this chapter? When you consider the kingdom math 
involved, are you convicted? Is your city more like A, B, or C?

4. Review the profiles described in the “Learn” church planting stage 
(interior life, contextual life, common worldview with defeater 
beliefs and “A” and “B” doctrines, area religious institutions). What 
can you learn from this process? Regardless of whether or not you 
are currently involved in church planting, how might creating these 
profiles help you apply what you are learning in new ways?
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Chapter 12

THE CITY AND 
THE GOSPEL 
ECOSYSTEM

How can a city’s churches become unified enough to be a movement 
of the gospel, even a movement of movements? They need to be 

part of a citywide movement of churches and ministries that exist in a 
supportive, mutually stimulating relationship. The assumption behind 
this idea is that no one kind of church —  no one church model or theo-
logical tradition —  can reach an entire city. Reaching a city requires a 
willingness to work with other churches, even churches that hold to 
different beliefs and practices —  a view sometimes called “catholicity.”

Many evangelicals have been conditioned to cringe at the “holy 
catholic church” phrase in the Apostles’ Creed. The Greek word katho-
likos is not used to describe the church in the New Testament, but it 
certainly expresses a biblical teaching that, as Edmund Clowney put it, 
“the church as a whole is more than the local church.”1 In Acts, the 
various local gatherings of believers are constantly called the church in a 
city or region: “Then the church throughout Judea, Galilee and Samaria 
enjoyed a time of peace and was strengthened. Living in the fear of the 
Lord and encouraged by the Holy Spirit, it increased in numbers” (Acts 
9:31; see 11:22; 15:3). In Acts 1:8, the task of healing the long-standing 
breach of the northern and southern kingdoms is given, and the sum-
mary statements at 6:7; 12:24; 19:20; and 28:31 demonstrate the “peace” 
described in 9:31. All of this communicates that it is the restored king-
dom alluded to in 1:6 that marches into Rome. It is the unified  people of 
God whom the Spirit uses to reach the far ends of the earth (1:8; cf. Isa 
8:9; 44:6; 48:20; 62:11) with the gospel —  even Rome! In other words, 
unity is not simply the work of the Spirit but the very instrument through 
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set of biblically grounded, contextual strategic stances and emphases 
that help bring sound doctrine to bear on the  people who live in this 
particular cultural moment.

Second Ring —  Church Planting  
and Church Renewal Movements

The second layer is a number of church multiplication movements 
producing a set of new and growing churches, each using the effective 
means of ministry within their different denominations and traditions.
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urban ministers enthusiastically and passionately give their lives to these 
goals, even though they may not see their consummation in their own 
lifetimes. As we wait with confident expectation and faithful patience, 
we keep pursuing our vision to see our cities loved and reached for the 
glory of Christ.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Keller writes, “Reaching a city requires a willingness to work with 
other churches, even churches that hold to different beliefs and 
practices —  a view sometimes called ‘catholicity.’ ” How have you 
partnered with other congregations that have historical traditions 
or theological distinctives different from your own? What led you 
to partner together?

2. Take some time to envision what the gospel ecosystem looks like —  
and might look like —  in your community. Which elements are 
strongest and weakest? How can you move beyond ministerial alli-
ances you have made in the past? Which key leaders, congregations, 
and organizations would need to be on board?
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REFLECTIONS 
ON MOVEMENT 

DYNAMICS
Alan Hirsch, founding director of the Forge Mission  
Training Network and founder of 100Movementss

Tim Keller is one of the truly outstanding missionary statesmen in 
our time, a man who has not only significantly contributed to the 

renewal of the church but has actually managed to lead a church (in New 
York, no less) that has evolved under his leadership to be a burgeoning 
worldwide church planting movement. By his own admission, the key to 
his ministry is the drive to recalibrate God’s  people around the centrality 
of the gospel and then to form a movement organized to deliver it.

I heartily agree. Throughout my own ministry and writing, I have 
tried to penetrate deeply into the dynamic phenomenon of missional 
(apostolic) movements.1 I have come to believe that the future viability 
of Chris tian ity in Western contexts is bound up with rediscovering the 
world-transforming power of apostolic movements as a way of being 
church. The fate of each and every church is affected by this —  one way 
or another.

Movements “R” Us
Perhaps the first thing that ought to be said is that movement is 

essentially a mind-set, a paradigm, rather than an alternative model. 
As such, movement thinking involves a distinct way of understanding 
what the New Testament calls ekklēsia —  and what we call church. This 
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all believers in every sphere and domain of society.10 When these two 
aspects come together at the right time and under the right spiritual 
conditions, we have the possibility for real movements to develop. It can 
be illustrated in this way:

The diminishment of the agency of all believers and the correspond-
ing professionalization and clericalization of ministry have led to a loss 
of movement dynamic and an increased control in the church as an 
institution. In China, the clergy had to be forcibly removed for the 
church to recover its dormant potentials and transition into hyperbolic 
growth and impact. Clericalism seems to be a huge blocker to move-
mental dynamics, as was true for early Methodism and Pentecostalism 
as well. When will we learn from the lessons of the past?

4. Movements are essentially DNA-based organizations. Like 
all living systems, organizations replicate and maintain their integrity 
based on the internal coding present in every part of the organization. 
Each living cell has the coding for the whole body.

Organizations are only movements to the degree that they do this. 
Just follow the logic of DNA. If you get the core practices and ideas 
right and embed them deeply into every possible part of the system, you 
can step back, pray like mad, and let go. As you do this, remember to 
practice high accountability and low control.

To use another metaphor, movements are more like starfish than 
they are spiders. You can kill a spider by taking its head off. Spiders 
have a centralized control center. On the other hand, when a starfish 
is cut up, it will produce more starfish. Each part carries the potential 
for the whole.
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